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ABSTRACT The objective of this study was to establish a selection process for high
quality sperm in bovine semen using sperm separation by magnetic activation (MACS).
For this, semen from 21 Nellore bulls was collected using an artificial vagina. To
guarantee the presence of pathologies in the ejaculate, animals previously declassified
in four consecutive spermiogram were used. Semen was analyzed in five statuses:
(1) fresh semen (fresh); (2) density gradient centrifugation (DGC), percoll column; (3)
non-apoptotic fraction after separation by MACS (MAC); (4) apoptotic fraction from the
separation (MACPOOR); and (5) MAC followed by DGC (MACDGC). Using a computerized
analysis system (CASA), motility was measured. The sperm morphology was evaluated
by phase contrast, and the supravital test was completed with eosin/nigrosin staining.
For DGC, 20 × 106 cells were used in a gradient of 90% and 45% percoll. MACS
used 10 × 106 cells with 20 μL of nanoparticles attached to annexin V, and filtered
through the MiniMACS magnetic separation column. Membrane integrity was assessed
with SYBR-14/IP and mitochondrial potential with JC-1 by flow cytometry. Processing
sperm by MACDGC, was more effective in obtaining samples with high quality sperm,
verified by the total of abnormalities in the samples: 35.04 ± 2.29%, 21.50 ± 1.47%,
17.30 ± 1.10%, 30.68 ± 1.94% and 10.50 ± 1.46%, respectively for fresh, DGC,
MAC, MACPOOR, and MACDGC. The subpopulation of non-apoptotic sperm had a
high number of live cells (82.65%), membrane integrity (56.60%) and mitochondrial
potential (83.98%) (p < 0.05). These findings suggest that this nanotechnological
method, that uses nanoparticles, is efficient in the production of high-quality semen
samples for assisted reproduction procedures in cattle.
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INTRODUCTION

inated in 2020, representing 19.4% of the national female
herd (ASBIA, 2021). Despite this high number of insemi-

Millions of bovine females are inseminated annually

nations, the probability of conception is around 50%, due

around the world, with 80,938,152 females in Brazil insem-

low seminal quality and injuries caused by cryopreserva-
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tion, which both affect fertilization and/or embryonic de-

membranes. By submitting this conjugate (nanoparticles

velopment (Sá Filho et al., 2009). The increasing adoption

+ ANX + sperm) to a high-potency magnetic field in a

of artificial insemination and cryopreservation of semen

separation column, it adheres to the column, while non-

has increased the need to develop methods to specify the

apoptotic cells with intact membranes pass freely through

fertility of bulls. Since the beginning of the 20th century

it (Dirican et al., 2008; Rawe et al., 2009; Manuel et al.,

the poor quality of sperm cells has been associated with

2017), thus separating normal sperm from those with ab-

low fertility, and the evaluation of sperm morphology

normalities. MACS increases the number of normal cells,

has been used in the reproductive health examination or

as well as motility and morphology (Curti et al., 2014)

research of low fertility of animals (Nöthling and Irons,

with good results in human in vitro fertilization (Manuel

2008).

et al., 2017), yielding a cell recovery rate in around 73.8

Semen quality is very variable, even in a single indi-

± 12.1% for human species (Said et al., 2006). In animal

vidual, which has an impactful relationship with fertil-

species, studies using MACS and measuring the efficiency

ity, since any factor capable of altering spermatogenesis

of sperm cells in vivo and in vitro post-selection are still

results in the production of sperm with morphological

required.

changes (de Arruda et al., 2015). Sperm quality is one de-

Thus, the development of a sperm separation tech-

terminant of successful in vivo and in vitro reproduction

nique that does not interfere with sample quality will

techniques (Rawe et al., 2009; Odhiambo et al., 2014). In

allow for the production of high-quality semen samples

human medicine, the separation of viable sperm in the

from domestic animals, with a high chance of fertility of

ejaculate is in great demand for embryo production, since

the oocyte. This will contribute to the increase in post-

human semen has a high number of morphological ab-

insemination reproductive efficiency or the production of

normalities (Berteli et al., 2017). In cattle, density gradi-

embryos in vitro . In view of this, the present study aimed

ent centrifugation (DGC) is used, which separates mobile

to carry out spermatozoa selection through sperm separa-

sperm from the solution (Missio et al., 2018); however, it

tion by MACS and/or DGC/percoll in fresh bovine semen,

does not separate head and membrane pathologies and

evaluating the quality of cells after the sperm selection

is not viable for large-scale production due to its low ef-

process.

ficiency and high cost.
Phosphatidylserine (FTS) is a phospholipid located on

MATERIALS AND METHODS

the cytosolic side of the sperm cell membrane, and its externalization is considered a sign of apoptosis, as it causes

Semen collections were approved by Ethics Committee

membrane fluidity, breaks the mitochondrial membrane

on the Use of Animals of the Federal University of Uber-

potential, and activates caspases and fragmentation of

landia, in 22 June 2018, protocol 024/18. This study was

DNA (Aziz et al., 2007; Tavalaee et al., 2012). Thus, FTS

carried out in a semen collection and processing center

externalized (apoptosis) is associated with a decrease in

(Alta Genetics, Uberaba, Brazil) with Nellore bulls (n =

seminal parameters, such as motility, morphology, and

21), submitted once a week to ejaculate collections using

concentration, and, consequently, leads to reduced fertil-

the artificial vagina technique, collecting all the semen

ity (Said et al., 2008; Rawe et al., 2009; Tavalaee et al.,

produced by the animal. To guarantee the presence of

2012). The presence of these apoptosis markers is di-

pathologies in the ejaculates, animals declassified in the

rectly correlated with in vivo and in vitro fertility failures

spermiogram were selected (CBRA, 2013), as they have

(Tavalaee et al., 2012). Annexin V (ANX) is a protein that

high numbers of cells with abnormalities (above 30%).

specifically binds to FTS and is used to identify cells with

Semen was analyzed after five steps in the collection/

altered membranes, beginning at apoptosis (Kurz et al.,

separation process: 1) fresh semen immediately after col-

2005).

lection (FRESH); 2) density gradient centrifugation (DGC),

The technique of cell separation by magnetic activation

percoll column; 3) after separation by MACS (filtered por-

(MACS) is a non-invasive method that uses knowledge of

tion was good; MAC); 4) after separation by MACS (por-

ANX affinity with the FTS membrane. ANX, when coupled

tion retained in the column was bad; MACPOOR); and 5)

to metallic microspheres, binds to sperm with damaged

separation by MACS (filtered portion was good), followed
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by DGC/percoll (MACDGC) (Fig. 1). In each sample, the

iron nanoparticles linked to ANX (Miltenyi Biotec, Ger-

following analyses were performed: total and progres-

many) were added. After incubation for 15 min at room

sive motility by computerized semen analysis (CASA) in

temperature, filtration was performed on the MiniMACS

®

IVOS model equipment (Hamilton Thorne ) (Valverde and

magnetic separation column (Miltenyi Biotec, Germany).

Madrigal-Valverde, 2018), sperm morphology assessed in
a wet chamber under phase contrast optical microscopy

The column was hydrated with 500 μL of phosphate buffered saline containing 0.3% BSA. The filtrate, or non-

(CBRA, 2013); and the supravital test with semen smears

apoptotic fraction, was collected directly from the column

®

stained by eosin-nigrosin (Botuvital , Botupharma, Botu-

in a 2 mL tube (MAC). The apoptotic fraction, joined by

catu, SP), to verify the proportion of spermatozoa living

microspheres in the column (MACPOOR), was obtained by

and dead (Faezah et al., 2014).
For sperm separation in DGC, a percollTM stock solu-

removing the column from the magnet and adding 300 μL
of HEPES with the help of a plunger. Sperm separation by

tion (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, USA) was prepared, com-

MACS followed by DGC/percoll was a combination of the

posed of 90% percoll (pH 7.4; 280-290 mOsm/kg H2O), in

two methodologies described above.

Eagle’s medium modified by Dubelcco concentrate 10 ×

Plasma membrane integrity was assessed in flow cytom-

(Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, USA), containing 0.3% BSA (Cal6 mM HEPES (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, USA), with the pH

etry (Cyflow®) using 10 μL semen with 2 μL propidium
iodide (28707-5, St Louis, MO, USA) and 1 μL of SYBR-14
(Sperm Viability kit, L-7011, Molecular Probes, Eugene,

adjusted to 7.4. The percoll density gradient was prepared

USA), with a total of 5,000 cells being evaluated. For the

by depositing 200 μL of TALP-SPERM with 200 μL of the
90% percoll solution in a 1.5 mL microtube, thus, forming

analysis of mitochondrial potential, one million sperm

biochem, Darmstadt, Germany), 10 mg/L antibiotic, and

the 45% percoll layer. Below this, 400 μL of 90% percoll
was deposited. Semen containing 20 million sperm was

were used, diluted in 150 μL of HEPES with 6 μL of JC-1
(5,5’,6,6’-tetrachlor-1,1,3,3’-tetraethylbenzimidazolylcarbocyanine iodide; Molecular Probes, T-3168, Sigma-Al-

deposited above the column, following the protocol of

drich, St Louis, USA). After incubation for 8 min at room

Missio et al. (2018), with modifications. Microtubes were

temperature, protected from light, the samples were fixed

centrifuged at 900 × G for 5 min at room temperature.
The sediment containing the sperm was diluted in 150 μL

with 4% paraformaldehyde (3 μL) and evaluated by flow
cytometry (Cytoflex®); Celeghini et al. (2007) with adapta-

HEPES for cell analysis (Machado et al., 2009).

tions.

For sperm separation by MACS, protocol adapted from

Statistical analysis was performed with the aid of the

the MACS columns’ manufacturer (Miltenyi Biotec, Ger-

Statistical Analysis System for Windows SAS® program

many) was used, as described by Rawe et al. (2009). From

(SAS University). Continuous variables were assessed for

fresh semen, a solution of 1.5 mL of HEPES containing

normality of residues by the UNIVARIATE procedure and

10 million sperm was prepared, followed by centrifuga-

subjected to the Bartlett test to verify the homogeneity of

tion at 300 × G for 10 min, to wash the sperm. The pellet

variances. The data was submitted to the GLIMMIX proce-

formed was resuspended in 150 μL HEPES, and 20 μL of

dure, followed by the Tukey test. Normal distribution de-

FRESH semen

MACS (1)
DGC (2)
CASA
Morphology
Citometry
Supravital

MAC (non apoptotic)

Morphology, citometry, CASA, supravital, DGC

(1) MACS

Morphology, citometry, CASA, supravital
MACPOOR (apoptotic)

(2) DGC

Morphology, citometry, CASA, supravital

Morphology, citometry, CASA, supravital

Fig. 1. Experimental design (DGC, density gradient centrifugation; MACS, magnetic cell separation).
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pendent variables (parametric) were expressed as adjusted

sperm with normal isolated heads were reduced after all

means and standard error of the mean (mean ± SEM). A

procedures compared to FRESH semen. DGC, the MAC

significant difference was considered when p < 0.05 and

procedure, and the combination of the two (MACDGC)

trend p < 0.10.

were effective in reducing sperm with strongly folded
and curled tails (Table 1). Regarding abnormalities of the

RESULTS

sperm head (Table 1), MACS reduced such deformities efficiently. Acrosome defects were retained in the magnetic

Ejaculate volumes ranged from 6 to 10 mL. Concen-

column (MACPOOR), reducing its proportion in filtered

trations in FRESH semen were 412 × 106 to 2325 × 106

semen (MAC). Also, sperm with abnormal contour were

sperm/mL (mean of 828 × 10 per mL). Treatments in-

retained in the column (Table 1), and the number of pyri-

fluenced total and progressive motilities, observing a

form sperm was reduced to zero after filtering in the col-

decrease in motility with increased manipulation of the

umn.

6

semen observing an effect of the increased manipula-

The number of live cells (supravital test) was similar in

tion in the semen in the decrease of motility (Fig. 2). DGC

all the samples, with the exception of MACPOOR (Fig. 4).

increased the sperm’s progressive motility by about 15%

Membrane integrity did not differentiate between FRESH

in relation to FRESH semen. MAC’s motility was more

and DGC samples (Fig. 4), but with the other samples,

than 30% higher than MACPOOR. Both MACPOOR and

MAC had a 22% increase over MACPOOR, whereas

MACDGC had the lowest motility values (Fig. 2). Fig. 3

MACDGC revealed low membrane integrity (32.3%). The

shows the parameters of major, minor, and total abnor-

mitochondrial potential was similar in the samples, and

malities in both FRESH semen and after the different se-

although MACPOOR showed a 20% reduction, it showed

lection procedures. Larger and total defects, more strongly

no significant difference from the other samples (Fig. 4).

related to infertility, were present in low quantity after
DGC, MAC, and MACDGC. Individually, the DGC and

DISCUSSION

MACS techniques reduced total sperm abnormalities by
about 50%; however, the combination of the two methods

The tested treatments influenced the total and progressive motilities, observing a decrease in motility with in-

showed a reduction of more than 70% (Fig. 3).
Abnormalities of sperm tail/intermediate portion of

creased semen manipulation. DGC increased progressive

the sperm (Table 1) were influenced by the procedures.

sperm motility by about 15% compared to FRESH semen.

MACDGC was able to reduce the proportion of sperm

MAC’s motility was over 30% higher than MACPOOR,

with abaxial/retroaxial implantation. The amount of
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Total motility
Progressive motility

80
a

a

DGCa

Cells (%)

Motility (%)

70
60
50

b
b

40
c

30
20
c

10

d

c

d

0
FRESH

DGC

MAC

MACPOOR MACDGC

Sample analysed

Fig. 2. Total and progressive motility observed in sperm from FRESH,

DGC, MAC, MACPOOR, and MACDGC semen samples in Nelore
bulls (different letters indicate significant differences, p < 0.5).
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39
36
33
30
27
24
21
18
15
12
9
6
3
0

Major defects
Minor defects
Total defects
a
a

a

b
a
b
a
b
bc

bc

c

b
bc

c
c

FRESH

DGC

MAC

MACPOOR MACDGC

Sample analysed

Fig. 3. Major, minor, and total morphological defects seen in sperm
from FRESH, DGC, MAC, MACPOOR, and MACDGC semen samples
in Nelore bulls (different letters indicate significant differences, p <
0.5).
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Table 1. Individual sperm abnormalities (%) observed in samples of fresh semen, density gradient centrifugation/percoll (DGC), non-apoptotic
fraction (MAC), apoptotic fraction (MACPOOR), and MAC followed by DGC/percoll (MACDGC) in Nelore bulls
FRESH

DGC

MAC

MACPOOR

MACDGC

0.3 ± 0.1a,b

0.1 ± 0.1b

Midpiece/tail defects
0.5 ± 0.2a

Abaxial/retroaxial

0.0 ± 0.1a,b

a

b

0.2 ± 0.1a,b

Free normal heads

5.9 ± 1.2

2.8 ± 0.5

0.9 ± 0.2

2.3 ± 0.6

1.0 ± 0.3b

Folded tail

5.9 ± 1.5

3.0 ± 0.6

4.4 ± 0.8

4.7 ± 0.9

1.7 ± 0.4

a,b

Curled tail

b

1.1 ± 0.3

0.2 ± 0.1

a

b

b

a

1.5 ± 0.4

b

b

b

0.6 ± 0.2a,b

a

0.9 ± 0.4b

0.4 ± 0.2

Strongly folded and curled tail

4.4 ± 0.9

0.8 ± 0.2

1.4 ± 0.4

4.1 ± 0.9

Defects of midpiece

0.2 ± 0.1

0.1 ± 0.1

0.2 ± 0.1

0.1 ± 0.1

0.0

Distal cytoplasmic droplet

0.8 ± 0.3

1.5 ± 0.7

0.7 ± 0.3

1.3 ± 0.7

0.2 ± 0.1

Proximal cytoplasmic droplet

6.9 ± 1.8

5.3 ± 1.2

4.4 ± 1.0

4.4 ± 1.0

3.0 ± 1.0

3.2 ± 0.8a,b

2.4 ± 0.5a,b

0.8 ± 0.2b

4.3 ± 0.8a

0.7 ± 0.3b

b

a

5.4 ± 0.8

1.5 ± 0.4b

0.7 ± 0.2

0.1 ± 0.1

Head defects
Acrosome

b

Abnormal contour

2.4 ± 0.6

Narrow
Narrow at base

b

2.3 ± 0.3

1.3 ± 0.3

0.9 ± 0.4

0.6 ± 0.3

0.2 ± 0.1

0.8 ± 0.3a

0.5 ± 0.2a,b

Pyriform

0.1 ± 0.1

Pouch formation

2.6 ± 0.1

0.0b

0.3 ± 0.2a,b

0.0b

0.2 ± 0.1

0.0

0.2 ± 0.1

0.0

1.3 ± 0.7

1.3 ± 0.3

1.9 ± 0.6

0.7 ± 0.3

*Different letters on the lines indicate significant difference (p < 0.05) by Tukey test.

Lives
Membrane integrity
Mitochondrial potential

100
90
80

Cells (%)

70

a
a

a
a

60

a

a

a

a

a

a

ments in the filtering medium (Aziz et al., 2007; Berteli et
al., 2017). Said and Lang (2011) stated that all advanced
sure of spermatozoa to non-physiological conditions can

b

induce iatrogenic damage, and Rawe et al. (2009) ob-

b

served that motility decreased by approximately 20% with

40
30

tion of the semen and the need for biochemical adjust-

methods of sperm selection involve the prolonged expo-

b

50

by DGC/percoll, possibly due to increased manipula-

c

c

the passage through the column since this parameter is

20

mainly influenced by the lower number of fast progressive

10

spermatozoa to the detriment of the higher number of

0
FRESH

DGC

MAC

MACPOOR MACDGC

Sample analysed

Fig. 4. Total live cells, membrane integrity, and mitochondrial poten-

tial of sperm cells in semen samples FRESH, DGC, MAC, MACPOOR,
and MACDGC in Nelore bulls (different letters indicate significant
differences, p < 0.5).

slow progressive ones.
However, MACPOOR showed a 30% reduction in motility
compared to MAC. This shows the column ability to retain
apoptotic immobile sperm (Said et al., 2006; de Vantéry
Arrighi et al., 2009). MACDGC, on the other hand, had
motility as low as MACPOOR, probably due to the number
of procedures to which the cell was subjected. Also, both

and both MACPOOR and MACDGC had the lowest motil-

long times of sperm exposure to the filtration means and

ity values (Fig. 2). Although the DGC technique did not

percoll and long periods between analyses subjected the

increase total motility, progressive sperm motility was

cells to mechanical and magnetic forces within the col-

increased by about 15% compared to FRESH semen. This

umn, which can lead to defects in the tail. This can result

validates the experimental model, since the percoll col-

in a decrease in motility but a high amount of living cells

umn was used to select mobile sperm (Berteli et al., 2017;

(Aziz et al., 2007; Rawe et al., 2009; Berteli et al., 2017).

Missio et al., 2018).

When comparing DGC and MACS techniques, we found

The good portion of the MACS filtrate (MAC) showed

that both were effective in reducing total sperm abnor-

lower motility than both FRESH semen and that processed

malities, with 40% and 50% drops, respectively. However,
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the combination of the two methods showed greater

quality.

efficiency (reduction of more than 70%), in producing

The number of live cells (supravital test) was similar

samples with high cell quality, containing only 10.5%

in the samples, with the exception of MACPOOR, which

with abnormalities (Fig. 3), as also observed by Faezah et

dropped by 50% (Fig. 4). MAC showed a slight increase of

al. (2014) and Odhiambo et al. (2014). Like total defects,

4% in the number of live cells, in relation to FRESH se-

major and minor defects also differed between samples.

men, but without significant differences from the other

MACPOOR has always presented a high number of ab-

samples. Grunewald et al. (2006) and Faezah et al. (2014)

normalities, mainly major defects. In human semen and

also observed similar results. MACS works by separat-

in this research, several others have also demonstrated

ing cell subpopulations with intact membranes, and like

the efficiency of MACS in reducing abnormalities and

DGC/percoll, it yields a greater number of living cells,

increasing fertilization rates (Said et al., 2008; Gil et al.,

thus proving efficient in removing immobile cells from

2013; Curti et al., 2014; Bucar et al., 2015; Berteli et al.,

semen samples and achieving low numbers of dead cells

2017). These results, verified with DGC and MACS, ex-

in the medium.

press their action in the selective removal of tail and head

Membrane integrity did not differentiate between FRESH

defects. The MACS efficiency is validated by the fact that,

and percoll, but with the other samples, MAC exhibited

according to de Vantéry Arrighi et al. (2009), FTS is pres-

a significant difference compared to MACPOOR (56.6%

ent in 61.4% of the sperm membranes in all regions (head,

and 34.0%, respectively). However, MACDGC revealed low

intermediate part, and tail) with greater expression in the

membrane integrity (32.3%), similar to MACPOOR. This

head.

may be due, in part, to the high degree of cell handling

Abnormalities of the sperm tail (Table 1) decreased sig-

during the analyses, which may have caused membrane

nificantly after DGC compared to FRESH sperm, including

damage (Fig. 4). These results highlight the efficiency of

folded (5.9 to 3.0), curled (1.1 to 0.2), and strongly folded

MACS in removing cells with membrane damage, that are

and curled (4.4 to 0.8) tails. DGC also contributed to the

possibly already undergoing apoptosis, and leading to a

reduction of other sperm cell defects, though in a more

reduction in the oxidative stress of the sample (Paasch et

subtle way. Additionally, MACS efficiently reduced sperm

al., 2003; Grunewald et al., 2006; Aziz et al., 2007; Rawe

head abnormalities (Table 1), with significant decreases

et al., 2009; Faezah et al., 2014; Manuel et al., 2017).

in individual defects for MAC compared to FRESH se-

The mitochondrial potential was similar in all samples,

men: acrosome (3.2 to 0.8), abnormal contour (2.4 to 1.3),

with the exception of MACPOOR, where there was a drop

narrow (0.9 to 0.2), narrow at the base (0.8 to 0.0), and

of almost 20% (Fig. 4). This behavior indicated that most

pyriform (0.1 to 0.0). MAC also reduced tail defects, being

sperm with mitochondrial lesions must be dead or in the

very effective in mitigating strongly folded and curled tails

process of apoptosis. The DGC/percoll sample exhibited

(4.4 to 1.4). Head defects, such as acrosome lesions and

an 8% increase in mitochondrial potential in relation to

abnormal and narrow contour at the base, also showed

the other samples, but with no significant difference from

significant differences between samples. Other spermatic

the other samples, indicating that this technique also re-

defects, such as normal isolated heads, had reductions

moves “dead” cells from the medium. Evaluation of the

of 52% with DGC/percoll and 85% in MAC. Pouch forma-

mitochondrial membrane potential serves as a parameter

tion had a 50% reduction in both techniques, and mid-

to infer the fertility of the cells because when it is high,

piece defects reduced by 50% with DGC/percoll but had

we have a good sperm quality, and fertilization capac-

no variation with MAC; the two techniques did not show

ity of the sperm is linked to motility and is dependent on

good efficiency for proximal and distal cytoplasmic drop-

the mitochondrial function (Kasai et al., 2002; Zorn et al.,

let (Table 1). A similar pattern of sperm morphology after

2012).

DGC and MACS was observed by Aziz et al. (2007) and
Dirican et al. (2008) in human semen. Reductions in indi-

CONCLUSION

vidual abnormalities show that each technique is selective
for certain sperm defects, but both DGC and MACS, sepa-

The combination of the two sperm processing methods

rately or together, contributed to improving cell sample

(DGC and MACS) was very effective in the production of
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high-quality sperm samples, and the subpopulation of
non-apoptotic sperm (MAC) revealed a morphologically
superior quality. These findings suggest that this nanotechnological method, using nanoparticles, is efficient in

JPB Zandonaide, PhD candidate,
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-4030-336X
GG Macedo, Researcher and Professor,
https://orcid.org/0000-0003-3535-6050

the production of high-quality semen samples for use in
assisted reproduction procedures in cattle.
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